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DATA S H E E T

MOVEit™ Central

Easy and Reliable File-Based Automation
File-based tasks are the lifeblood of any organization, but often the applications and processes that
support them are less than ideal. In many organizations some recurring tasks are still performed manually,
and those that are automated depend on unreliable custom scripts that can fail at any time and are often
costly to maintain. The result is an unpredictable and insecure set of business processes.
Easily Automate Your File-Based Tasks

The Industry’s Most Secure File Transfer Automation

MOVEit Central provides a simple but powerful user interface
for defining business workflows that’s easy enough for anyone
on your IT team to use because no scripting is required. The
heart of MOVEit Central is a reliable engine that ensures
the predictable, secure delivery of your business files. Plus,
a powerful centralized console ensures you have visibility
and control over all file movement. That is why hundreds of
companies, including many in healthcare and finance, have
turned to MOVEit Central to automate their file-based tasks and
confidently meet their SLAs and compliance requirements. And
with true “anywhere-to-anywhere” transfer capability, MOVEit
Central successfully automates millions of mission-critical data
transfers – with minimal operational or system resources.

Now you can rest assured that your organization’s most
critical and sensitive data is completely secure. With powerful
enterprise-class security features – end-to-end encryption,
non-repudiation, guaranteed delivery, FIPS 140-2 validated
cryptography, OpenPGP, and tamper-evident cryptographic
logging – MOVEit Central delivers the security enterprise
organizations need for secure data transfers. These best-in-class
security capabilities help your organization comply with corporate,
industry, and government regulations such as Basel II, FIPS,
FISMA, GLBA, HIPPA, PCI DSS, and Sarbanes-Oxley.
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Automate Your Most Complex File Transfer Processes

COMPONENTS DEPLOYED ON-PREMISES INCLUDE:

One way to improve productivity is to reduce the extensive effort
related to managing your organization’s file transfer processes.
MOVEit Central integrates directly into your existing file transfer
workflows, essentially becoming the central hub for all file transfer
processes. It automatically “pulls, processes, and pushes” all
files to any platform, including network architectures, operating
systems, and protocols.

MOVEit File Transfer (DMZ), MOVEit Central, MOVEit Ad
Hoc, and MOVEit Mobile. And MOVEit Cloud delivers
same functionality as a Cloud service.

With MOVEit Central, administrators can automate, simplify,
and monitor file transfer processes without any manual effort –
critical steps in improving governance processes. For example, IT
administrators can simply “click together” hundreds or thousands
of simultaneous, event-driven, scheduled, and on-demand tasks.
They can automate business processes, rules, and logic, or
choose to remotely configure, monitor, and control tasks.

Delivers the full unlimited value of MOVEit Central. It supports up to 5000
tasks and up to 100 simultaneously run tasks, including customer scripting
and advanced tasks with conditional logic.

Advanced Tasks With Conditional Logic
Administrators can also easily manage complex, multi-step
logic-based workflows and implement elaborate, logical, and
detailed rules – all with no scripting or programming required.
For example, administrators can efficiently define what files to
move, where to find them, security measures, and when to send
them, or they can add customized logical “If, Then, Else, And, Or”
conditions into existing file transfer task execution.
MOVEit Central is the industry’s most flexible file transfer workflow
solution. It is quick and easy to deploy with typical deployments
measured in days – not months – and without the need for costly
professional services. MOVEit Central is standards-based,
completely scalable, and integrates easily with your existing
infrastructure.
Enterprise organizations can also deploy MOVEit Central across
segmented networks and distributed architectures. It even offers
high availability with built-in failover, full integration with SQL
Server and supports virtualization servers running on VMWare
ESX and Microsoft Hyper-V.

PURCHASE OPTIONS
MOVEit Central Enterprise

MOVEit Central Enterprise ASx Module
Ability for secure EDI and supply chain transfer over EDIINT AS1, AS2 and
AS3 encrypted protocols to exchange structured data electronically.

MOVEit Central Enterprise Failover Module
In case of server failure or abnormal termination, this provides automatic
failover to a secondary, redundant server to ensure maximum uptime and
prevent data loss.

MOVEit Central Enterprise API Module
Third-party programs, scripts, workflows, document management, and
other processing powers can be programmed to control file transfers and
data processes. API available on COM and Java.

MOVEit Central Enterprise PGP Module
An optional purchase module that enables PGP encryption and key
management functions within MOVEit Central Enterprise with no restriction
on number of keys that can be used.

MOVEit Central Corporate
A proven enterprise-class automation engine running on a smaller budget.
It enables all types of businesses to easily automate and secure up to 50
complex data transfer processes and workflows. Upgrade from MOVEit
Central Corporate to MOVEit Central Enterprise is available.

MOVEit Central Corporate PGP Module
An optional purchase module that enables PGP encryption and key
management functions within MOVEit Central Corporate and is limited to
10 keys. Upgrade to MOVEit Central Enterprise PGP Module is available.

Features and Capabilities Included in MOVEit Central
File Transfer Protocol
• FTP
• SSL / FTPS
• SSH / SFTP
• HTTP/S\
• SMTP / POP
• CIFS / SMB (Accessing Network Storage)
• EDIINT AS1, AS2 & A S3 (Optional Module)
Administration
Integration with Microsoft SQL Server
Unlimited Simultaneous Local/Remote Users
Number of Hosts (Optional Module)
Remote Account Creation (Unlimited)
Delegation of Permissions (Host/Tasks, Groups/Users)

•
•
•
•
•

Security
• Built-in End-to-End Encryption
• Transport Encryption (“Data-in-Transit”)
• FIPS 140-2 Validated Cryptography
• Encrypted Administrative Access
• File Integrity Checking
• Non-Repudiation / Guaranteed Delivery
• Anti-Virus Solution Integration (McAfee,
Symantec & Trend Micro)
• Cryptographic Tamper-Evident Logging
• OpenPGP File Encryption (Optional Module
Unlimited Number of Keys)
High Availability
• Automatic Checkpoint Restart
• Alternate Host with Automatic Rollover
• Automatic Failover Node License (Optional Module)

Automation & Productivity
• Up to 5,000 pre-configured tasks
• Up to 100 simultaneously run tasks
• Easily Manage Complex Workflows and Implement
Granular Rules
• Task Builder – "Click Together” up to Thousands
of Tasks
• Run Processes on a Scheduled, Event-Driven
& On-Demand Basis
• Multiple Tasks Can Be Run Together Simultaneously
• “Pull, Process & Push” Files Among all
Platforms/Architectures/OS’s
• Synchronization of Files and Folders on Different
Systems
• Advanced Tasks with Conditional Logic
• Custom Scripting
• API for Custom Programming
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